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1 Introduction larity transformation to reduce the problem to a sys-
tem of ordinary differenial equations. For conducting

The analysis of MPD thruster flows is complicated walls the boundary layer does not perturb the mag-
by the presence of multiple-scale physical interactions netic field appreciably. For insulating walls the mag-
involving fluid, magnetic and transport processes. netic field goes to sero at the wall, and the boundary
These multiple scales suggest to use the natural or- layer shows a inversion of the normal velocity, and a
dering of these length scales to develop an asymptotic considerable temperature increase. (2c) Near corners,
analysis. where the local expansion involves complex physics

In this paper we propose an asymptotic analy- influenced by the ohmic heating of the plasma, the
sis valid in the magnetodynamic regime, that is for diffusive aspect of the magnetic field, and the accel-
flows characterised by high magnetic Reynolds num- eration of the plasma linked to the expansion around
bers R,,. We develop a singular perturbation method the corner.
(also called inner-outer expansion method) where the
small parameter e = - is used to establish the per- r ltin
turbation and to mat~h the different expansion re- 2 FOrmUlation
gions. This extends to two-dimensional problems the We no introduce the et of eqation hich de-
ideas of Martines-Sanches [1] and Kuriki [2] who iden- scribe the evolution of the magneto-plasma, in the
tified for the one-dimensional problem the basic sep- plane normal to the magnetic eld. We consider a two
ration between largely non-dissipative ore ow and dimensional MHD model of the discharge, where the
limited "thin layers" where ohmic dissipation concen- gas i assumed to be ideal, ith constant pecific heat
trates when R < 1. ratio - and constant conductivity ,. After suitable

This allows us to break down the problem in several non-dimensionaliation, (which introduces the mag-non-dimensionalisation, (which introduces the mag-
simpler problems, each of them valid in a particular netic Reynolds number R, = ooouoLo ) the equa-
region of the accelerator. The interactions between tion tae the form:
the different regions are enforced through the rules
of asymptotic matching. In order to keep the anal- V (p ) = 0 (1)
ysis tractable several simplifying assumptions where
made, both on the physics of the problem and on the p(u . V)u + Vp + V b2 = 0 (2)
geometry. ( 2(7 - 1)

The following distinct asymptotic expansions can be p (u . V) = () (3)

identified: (1) an outer expansion valid away from the
boundaries; (2) several inner expansions: (2a) Near A - ) LV'b (4)
the inlet, where the problem reduces to a system of \pV R),
ordinary differential equations. This system is singu- We can see that the magnetic Reynolds number R,
lar at the sonic point. The inner solution is charac- increases with increasing velocities and dimensions.
terised by a rapid acceleration of the plasma to near When this number is large the accelerator works in
magneto-sonic velocity. The plasma leaves the inlet the electromagnetic mode: the convection of the mag-
layer with a large fraction of the maximum recover- netic field dominates over the diffusion, and the elec-
able kinetic energy. (2b) Along walls, where magnetic tromagnetic acceleration is the dominant acceleration
boundary layers can be observed. We propose a imi- mechanism.

*Graduate tudent Notice in equations (3) and (4) that e = 1/R,, mul-

tAseociate Profesor tiplies the highest order derivatives. This is indicative
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of the existence of small regions whith rapid rates of 3.2 Expansion around a Corner
change of B. Physically, these correspond to current
concentrations, and also to layers of high gradients in A seee-si l ofa solution, analogous to the Prandt
density, velocity, etc. Meyer expansion fan for a perfect gas can be found

When R, is large we can us = f/R, as a small for the corner flow in the simplified case of negligible

parameter in a singular perturbation method by con- magnetic dif usion(R, = oo). Since we have no scale-

sidering separate expansions in terms of valid in sev- length in either the equations or in the boundary con-

eral regions. In each region we have an expansion of ditions, we look for a solution which is independent oferal regions. In each region we have an expansion of
the distance r to the corner vertex.the form:

Following the method discussed by Landau and Lif-

(p, u., u, p, b) = (po, uo, uo, o, bo) (5) shits, we find (see[3]) an integral which relates the
angular coordinate 4 to the variable p in the expan-

+f"(pi,u.I, t,,PI, b) + - 6) sion fan. This integral depends on two parameters.

where n is a positive number (usually 1 or 1/2). We We chose ,3 = t and M,. = +/' , where the
limit ourselves to the first term of each expansion. index 0 refers to the begining of the fan.

The non-dissipative ("outer") region is amenable to Some results for a particular choice of M.o = 1 and
treatment by an extension of the methods of ideal Po = 0.1 are listed on table 1, but the solution is valid
plane gas dynamics, including the method of char- for other M, 0 with proper reinterpretation of 0 and a
acteristics for super-critical flows, and other known corresponding change of the value of 3o. The maxi-
techniques. The reader is referred to our earlier pub- mum turning angle (69.38*)for such a flow is less than
lication [3] for details. Reference [3] also deal in detail for a classical gas of identical compressibility. In the
with the inlet acceleration layer, also treated in ref- lihit where the pressure forces become negligible the
erence (1), and with the magnetic boundary layer on plasma behaves like a gas with 7 = 2.
an insulator following a conducting section. Sections
3, 4.1 and 4.2 summarise these topics and give some
additional information. Here we will concentrate our 00 PC ~ M. M. 1
attention on the analysis of the flow near a sharp cor- 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 2.646 0.1000
ner, particularly on a linearized analysis valid for weak 9.902 0.069 0.990 1.015 2.681 0.1003
deflection angle (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). 14.02 0.181 0.980 1.030 2.717 0.1007

22.28 0.707 0.950 1.060 2.789 0.1017
31.80 1.924 0.900 1.153 3.006 0.10363 The Non-Dissipative 45.83 5.107 0.800 1.320 3.382 0.1077

Problem in the Outer 57.31 8.921 0.700 1.506 3.788 0.1126
67.72 13.21 0.600 1.722 4.240 0.1186Region 77.70 17.96 0.500 1.985 4.764 0.1260
87.70 23.22 0.400 2.321 5.403 0.1357

3.1 Generalities 98.15 29.18 0.300 2.788 6.243 0.1494
109.7 36.19 0.200 3.530 7.496 0.1710

The non-dissipative problem is obtained by drop- 124.0 45.30 0.100 5.110 9.941 0.2154
ping the resistive terms from the equations. The outer 133.8 51.77 0.050 7.224 12.94 0.2714
region is the region where the effects of the resistiv- 146.9 60.63 0.010 15.43 23.36 0.4642
ity are negligible, which practically means everything 159.4 69.38 0.000 oo oo 0
which is not "close" to the inner regions.

The system of equations reduces then to a system of Table 1: Magneto-Sonic expansion fan around a
first order equations, with several conservative proper- corner.
ties. Those include the conservation of entropy, of the M.. = 1; ,. = 0.1; 0- angular coordinate; v:
quantity and of the quantity (u+ )+---~ +2L, streamline deflection angle; 7 = 5/3; = ;
along the streamlines. In regions where the velocity M, = + -'.
is larger than the critical velocity c = 2 + l. the '
system becomes hyperbolic and can be solved by the c = 2 ..
method of characteristics. If the initial quantities are We conclude that the magneto-plasma expansion
the same from one streamline to the next one can go is similar to the Prandtl-Meyer expansion of a gas
further and define a function similar to the Prandtl- around a corner, with the presence of a fan separated
Meyer function, and then relate its changes to the by weak discontinuities (slope changes) from regions
changes in the direction of the local streamline, of constant flow.
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The importance of this type of flow is in its relation- 8(U + V ) B (12)
ship to the exit plane conditions in MPD thrusters, ( X Y R Y

particularly on sharp anode ends. Since the lines of

constant magnetic field are also current-lines, it is

clear that a strong current concentration can be ex-

pected at such points, independent of possible Hall

induced effects.

In the absence of the Hall effect we can find a sim-
4 The Dissipative Problems in arity transformation which turns the PDEs into a

the Inner Regions system of ODEs. In the case of a flat plate, the trans-
formation has the form: y = , f = X, and the

We study three inner regions: the inlet, the mag- variables take the form:

netic boundary layer above an insulator and the flow R = A(t7), U = i(r), V = 1(-'/(~), P = P(r), B =
around a sharp corner. B(n). (This generalises the flat plate compressible

boundary layer transformation). It can be used to

4.1 The Inlet Acceleration Layer calculate the magnetic boundary layer over an insu-
lator wall, with boundary conditions: 6(0) = 0, and

This layer brings the gas, injected in the accelera- 0, , P, given at oo. (The case of a conducting wall
tor with a low velocity and low temperature, to a high is trivial since the outer solution satisfies the boundary
velocity. The layer can accelerate the gas to a veloc- layer equations and boudary conditions as well). We

ity corresponding to a Mach-Alfven number of one or first notice that the longitudinal velocity i, and the
less. The exact value is imposed by matching with sums P + ' are constant across the boundary layer.
the outer solution, itself determined by the geometry The system of ordinary differential equations can be
of the accelerator. For a constant-area channel the in- integrated numerically and the results are shown in
let layer accelerates the gas to a Mach-Alfven number figure 1 and table 2.
of one. The result is a strong concentration of current
over an initial layer of thickness 1/w,... For details We observe the presence of a singularity near the
see references [1] and [3]. wall, where the density goes to sero. Simultaneously

the temperature reaches +oo in order to maintain a
4.2 Magnetic Boundary Layer Over finite pressure at the wall. This singular behavior is

an Insulator the consequence of our model. In the entropy equation

we have a balance between convection of entropy and
This type of boundary-layer appears when the mag- dissipation due to the Joule effect. As the distance
netised gas flows over an insulating surface. (Since d to the all decreases the convective term scales as
V x B = p.J and B = b es, the magnetic field is con- d- heea te dissipative term scaes a d-. In
stant along the surface of the insulator.) We consider d, whereasntain the dissipative the entropy has d- 2 .to go
here the situation where the insulator is located down- to innity, but since the pressure is contant near the

stream from the electrodes, requiring that b = 0 on wal, the density must go to sero. If we add a small
the insulator surface. This creates a boundary laye, amount of viscosity and heat conduction to the model
which grows downstream. We stretch the normal co the ngularity disappears, as the other second order
ordinate (Y = y/ e, X = a) ,and define a new set of effects balance the Jole dissipation near the wall.
inner variables p, %, , P, B such that:

(p, t., ,, p, b) = (R, U, e/2'V, P, B) +. (7) In addition the boundary layer presents an inver-

sion of the velocity normal to the wall. At large dis-
We get the set of "boundary layer equations": tances the velocity component normal to the wall is

S8 directed towards the wall. Close to the wall the nor-
s-(RU) + (R V ) = 0 (8) mal component is directed away from the wall. This

creates a "convergent streamline", such that the adja-

R(U + V )U + -(P + B) = 0 (9) ce n t streamlines converge towards i t from b o t h sdes.
X BY OX (See figure 2).

(P + B2) = 0 (10)
BY The density shows a maximum in the middle of the

1 8 8 ( P\ (8B' boundary layer which is a consequence of the conver-
- r (U + VO ) \ =2 R e (1) gence of streamlines just described.
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0770 B P T 4.3.2 Smll Disturbance Method0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.387 cm
0.202 0.429 0.0364 0.0598 0.384 0.895 If we restrict ourselves to weak corners (foa < 1)
0.404 0.794 0.0725 0.119 0.374 0.470 it is possible to analyze the flow using a perturbation
0.606 1.130 0.108 0.179 0.356 0.315 method in terms of the deflection angle a:
0.808 1.436 0.142 0.238 0.331 0.230
1.010 1.709 0.175 0.297 0.299 0.175 u = uO + aut + - *
1.212 1.934 0.203 0.356 0.261 0.135
1.414 2.095 0.226 0.413 0.217 0.104 (This type of approximation is often called small
1.616 2.156 0.236 0.468 0.169 0.0783 disturbance-, acoustic- or thin wing approximation.)
1.818 2.065 0.216 0.519 0.119 0.0578 The first term of the expansion is the unperturbed
12.020 1.76 0.132 0.519 0.1190 0.054 homogeneous flow. The second term obeys a system of
2.222 1.445 -0.022 0.582 0.0489 0.0338 linear equations wich can be solved by Fourier trans-
2.424 1.329 -0.100 0.587 0.0423 0.0318 formation. In the process oflinearization, the effect of
2.626 1.314 -0.112 0.589 0.042314 0.0318 the Joule heating in the entropy equation disappears,2.828 1.313 -0.113 0.589 0.0414 0.0315 leading to a flow perturbation which is isentropic, but
3.030 1.312 -0.114 0.589 0.0414 0.0315 difusive effects are retained
3.030 1.312 -0.114 0.589 0.0414 0.0315 We change the coordinates according to: X = ,3.232 1.312 -0.114 0.589 0.0414 0.0315 = w i t h A  =
oo 1.312 -0.114 0.589 0.0414 0.0315 A.' with A, 1  i

We seek a solution as a perturbation expansion of
Table 2: Magnetic Boundary Layer over a Flat the form:

Insulator.
p = 1.312, i, = 0.762, P = 0.0414, B, = 0.589 (p, u, ,p, ) = (o, uo,Po,pbo)

+a(Pi, ul,i v,, bi) + .- (13)

4.3 Solution Around a Sharp The unperturbed variables P0,o, 0, o,p bo corre-
Conducng Crnr spond to the solution for a = 0. Since the bound-Conducting Corer ary condition for the magnetic field is = 0, these

4.3.1 Generalities unperturbed quantities are constants, which simplifies
the problem considerably.

In addition the boundary conditions for the per-Near a corner (like the lip of the exhaust nossle) there turbed variables are extrapolated on the boundary ofis a need for an inner region, even if the wall is a the unperturbed problem, in this case the X-anis. Theconductor, since the outer-solution fan does not satisfy equations for the full non-linear system are the follow-
the resistive equation set at the corner. ing, written in cartesian coordinates (the upstream

At large distances from the corner (rR. > 1) the wall is Y = 0 for X < 0; the downstream wall is
outer sclution is valid. The relevant parameter for the Y = aX, a < 0, for X > 0):
fluid behavior is the Mach-Alfven number. When the
flow is super-magneto-sonic the far field solution is an (IA) + () = (14)
expansion fan as described in section 3.2. An inter- aX aY
nal layer develops along the fArt and last characteris- 8U 8
tic lines (Mach-Alfven lines) leaving from the corner. puT + PV- + (p + b2 ) = 0 (15)
These layers are necessary in order to smooth-out the
weak discontinuities which exists acros these charac- Pa + P + 8 + ) = (16)
teristic lines. OX BY 9Y

Near the corner, at distances small compared to
the magnetic scale length, the fluid decouples from -+ = (17
the magnetic field. The fluid undergoes an ordinary X (aY j p (17)
Prandtl-Meyer expansion, while the magnetic field is 2(7 - 1) ( ( \ b)'\
only weakly perturbed and obeys an elliptic equation. P7 (18)X
The relevant parameter for the fluid behavior is the
Mach number, based on the acoustic speed of sound.

In the interaction region the behavior is more com- + = (19)
plex, as the fluid and the magnetic field become pro- ) \p)
gressivly more and more coupled. See figure 3 for a / 2b 2b
schematic of these different regions. 8I + 2] (20)
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After substitution of the perturbation expansions we with M. = , and M,2 = , and with
get the following system of linear equations: ., ' *Sthe following boundary conditions: ve(X, 0) is given:

Buat p 80v1 v(X, 0) = H(X), and - = 0, which is equivalent
Po o + +U  o -P = 0 (21) to:

1 a- M 8 y 8s 1
P 2( M0 (2 +  = 0 (33)

ouo + - + 2b6  = 0 (22) alongY 0.

r1t 2p3 0b1  Note that the operator is identical no matter which
Poo + + 26o = 0 (23) variable is chosen, though the boundary conditions de-

1 1 ap pend on the actual choice of the variable.
-a - = 0 (24)

S4.3.3 Analysis of the Equation
9bi uobo Dpi 8 b1 0'buob - apX =  + 8y, (25) (1) Equation (31) is of fourth order. The left hand

side is the convective part; the right-hand side is the
With the following boundary conditions: convective-diffusive part.

The causality condition implies that the pertur- (2) The operator is both hyperbolic and elliptic, si-
bations vanish at oo upstream of the corner. Thisbations vanish at upstream of the corner. This multaneously. This can be seen by an analysis of thegives us the conditions: characteristics. We find that the operator has four

(PI, u, v ,I, b)(-oo, Y) = 0 (26) characteristic roots: two real roots, which define the
Mach lines

(p, u, vi,t , 1 b)(X,oo) = 0 (27) 1
z+ = tan t± = + , (34)

The tangency condition states that the velocity VM. - 1
is tangent to the boundary surface. This implies that, c t tcorresponding to the hyperbolic behavior and two

1 dY, complex characteristic roots, corresponding to the el-
i(X, 0) =o~dX,. (28) liptic behavior of the operator. Since the operator

has real characteristics, we can expect the existence
In our case Y. = H(X), where H(X) is the step of discontinuities in the solution (either in the vari-
function. ables themselves (strong discontinuities) or only in

The condition that the potential is constant their derivatives (weak discontinuities)) across these
along the electrode imposes, that the current be nor- characteristic lines. As it turns out, ul, vi p and pi
mal to the electrode, that is: have strong discontinuities, and b6 and et (the electric

field) have weak discontinuities.

-(X, 0)= 0, for XER (29)
Y 4.3.4 Asymptotic Solution at Large Distance

It is possible to rearrange the system of equations into from the Corner
one unique equation of fourth order, as follows: Equa- A lAt large distance from the corner the right hand
tions (ii) and (iii) can be integrated to give conserva- .

side of the equation ( 31) becomes negligible. Aftertive quantities: the momentum perturbation and the
entropy perturbation. In addition, the combination of integration the equation reduces to:

the two momentum equations gives (1 _M~ 1  +)

& &91 (1 - Mf ) , +q sx= (35)
( 30)

BY OX with the boundary conditions wl(-oo, Y) = 0,

We can eliminate all but one variable. The result de- vi(X,oo) = 0, v(X, 0) = H(X). We limit ourselves

fines a linear partial differential operator of fourth or- to the case where M 2 1, thus the operator is hyper-

der. For instance if we express the problem in terms bolic.

of the normal velocity perturbation vx we have the The solution is similar to that of a supersonic flow

following equation: around a corner; with a Mach number equal to M,.
The solution of this problem is then: uv(X,Y) =

S 02 H= (31) \ (X - YV-- i1). It has a discontinuity along the
ox X* ' l  ( 3) characteristic line defined by: tanp , = .-

M.,V2 M. ' 82 We now look for the correction to the ar field so-

(1 - M )X + Y s) Ut (32) lution brought up by the 4th order terms which have
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been neglected in this analysis. When we look at the Going back to the coordinates X, Y (X = -*, Y =
complete operator we observe that the right hand side -\,) we have:
cannot be neglected along the characteristic line due
to the presence of the discontinuity. We can expect /y
some type of inner-layer to appear along that line, Vo(X, Y) = -erfc -- (47)
which will smooth out the sharp discontinuity.

In order to find this correction we take a perturba- Notice that the smoothed-out transition of equation
tion method approach looking for an inner expansion (47) has a thickness proportional to /IqrtR. For our
valid in the region along the characteristic line. This analysis to be valid, this must be less than the fan
inner expansion will be matched to the outer expan- total width, of order aR, since the downstream con-
sion, in this case the solution: dition assumes a complete turning at the end of the

transition. This limits the validity of this analysis to
,(X, Y; = 0) = H(X - Y M- 1). (36) R < 1/a'. (For a = 0.1 this radius is of order 100A,,

which is larger than the size of practical thrusters).We define, = - 1 (37 At larger distances the initial and final transition lay-
* ' ers would separate, leaving a portion of the original

0 2 = M - 1, (38) non-linear fan between them.

and we choose a coordinate transformation of the
form: 4.3.5 Solution using a Fourier Transform

X = X (39) Since the domain of definition for the small-
,X angle/weak disturbance problem is the upper halfY = ei( _ -) (40) plane Y > 0, we can use a Fourier Transform of the

X variable in order to solve this linear equation. The
and an expansion of the form: .

variable vt is related to its Fourier Transform along

)(X, Y; C) = Vo(g, ) + " VI(X, Y) + ,  (41) the X direction by:

1 00
where e is a small parameter going to zero. After vi(X, Y) = / t(k, Y)ei'xdk (48)
substituting in Equation (31) and collecting the terms
of lowest order, we get the parabolic equation: with

V M, f ,f -1 82V )(h, Y) = v (X,Y)e-'X dX. (49)
2uo 1) 1 (4V49(4

8A M.' \f a~ The equation becomes:

with the boundary conditions: Vo(X, -oo) = uo 8 ()/ 82 (5)3
(downstream matching); Vo(X,oo) = 0 (upstream OX '" OX 2  l (Y5)
matching); Vo(0, Y) = uo H(-Y). We assume that M'2 / O2 02
e goes to 0 and that the downstream boundary con- u.= M8Y ) V.

dition, which should be imposed on the line Y = 0
(that is X = -e'/ 23Y), is imposed instead on the Taking the Fourier transform in X gives, using 6 =
line X = 0. ,

The equation becomes

aVo aKVo (4yy y  + - -k2(1-) )8 yIl (51)
- K (43)sX Y I M ,

+ -iks --Ok 4 i = o.
with 6

K= M-+ - 1 (44) We obtain an ODE for it(k, y). We look for solutions
2u o M f 01 of the form,

and with the above-mentioned boundary conditions.

It can be shown that the solution for this problem (kh, Y) = uo E e-'j() r (52)
is:

Vo (X, l) = erfc , (45) Where the vi are the roots of the equation,

where . .+V (.+ 0 - 1)k' + (-ik - )= 0.

erc(z)=2 e- dt. (46) (53)
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This is a biquadratic equation with four roots V/, v , For instance, one choice is to invert the partial
v/s, v4 such that v = -vx and v4 = -v2. derivative of v, with respect to X, which does not

The coefficients pj of the expansion 52 can be cal- have a singularity at k = 0, and to integrate the re-
culated using the boundary conditions and our knowl- suit again after the numerical inversion:

edge of the solution behavior at infinity. Two of the OVI
four modes can be eliminated on the basis of exponen- (Xj Y) = (61)

tial decay and causality. This is equivalent to choosing +
v/ and u' such that their real part are strictly positive: uo ( +

Re(i/) > 0 and Re(v3 > 0). The boundary conditions 2r _L. 2\ - V

at y = 0 impose the other two conditions needed to (_ ' 02 + vf12 evY+X d
uniquely determine the p,: The condition that the ve- / -
locity be tangent to the wall, We can use similar tricks in order to invert the other
ui(z.O) = H(a) a r (h,0) = A, for Im(h) < 0,vi1 (, 0) = H(z) ii(h, 0) = , for Im()< O, variables, ul bl, etc... We note that we need to invert
introduces a source term along the lower boundary. 'The equipotential coiton, the second derivative of bl, since the singularity for bi
The equipotential condition,

is in p.
2 aIl a'vl

8z42 8 = 0, (54) 4.3.7 Analysis of the Results

supplies the last condition. It implies that: The interesting aspect of the corner flow is the
smooth passage from the supersonic discontinuity near

3_' 2 + /? (55) the corner to the diffusively spread discontinuity along
P2 = -PMtI 1k2 + . ) the magnetosonic characteristic line in the far field.

In the small-angle perturbation analysis the expan-
After substitution of the tangency condition we o- sion fan appears as a discontinuity (as would a weak
tain: compression shock too.)

The use of a Fourier Transform allows the calcula-
1 h = - 2 +- (56) tion with great precision of the solution in the inter-
ih L2 - V mediate region where z and y are of the same order

1 0 .k + (57) as the magnetic interaction length A,.
S= i 2 

- / ' (57) The smooth blending between the near and far-

and the expression for the Fourier transform of the field behaviors happens by a gradual weakening of
normal velocity is then: the strength of the discontinuity as the distance in-

creases away from the corner. Similarly information

i (h, Y) = uo (Ale-" ' + p 2e-'Y) , (58) propagates ahead (upstream) of the discontinuity, on
account of the partially "elliptic" character of the op-

with erator.
. The results for the second term of the normal ve-

vi(X, Y)= /I / (h, Y)e ihx dh. (59) locity component and of the magnetic field are shown
2, - . on figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. In the velocity plot, the

Note that 5i(h, y) is not defined for k = 0. As a result sonic fan appears as a sharp discontinuity, whereas

we should understand the integration path as being the magneto-sonic fan is smeared considerably under

defined by k = , + i kJ; k, going from -oo - +oo the effect of the magnetic diffusion. As the distance y

and kh = -r; 0 < T < 1. increases, the sonic fan becomes weaker and eventually
merges into the flow. In the magnetic field plot, the

vx(X, Y) = (60) contours of constant magnetic field are also current
uO +4O-ir lines. These lines broadly follow the direction of the

f (I.e-'' + pe - "') ei' x dh magneto-sonic fan, as they converge toward the cor-
"-+ ner. Those which reach the edge of the sonic fan turn

around and reattach downstream of the corner's edge,
4.3.6 Numerical Inversion reaching the wall with a sero normal derivative. The

In order to invert the Fourier Transform, we use a nu- solution indicates that the diffusive effects extend to

merical method based on the Fast Fourier Transform large distances along the far-field expansion fan, cre-

algorithm. Since the FFT algorithm assumes that one ating an inner layer which blunts the transition across

deals with h E R, we need to do something about the this expansion fan.

singularity at h = 0, in the integral which defines ev Near the corner we observe a decoupling of the fluid

(equation 60). and of the magnetic field, the latter being constrained
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to being continuous, and to have slow variations of
the order of the magnetic interaction length, while
the former undergoes a supersonic expansion around
the corner. In the intermediate region we observe the
progressive blending from the near field to the far field
solution.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a perturbation analysis based on
a resistive magneto-hydro-dynamic model. We used
the magnetic Reynods number as a expansion param-
eter. This allowed us to clarify the role of the inlet
acceleration layer and to shed some light on to the
behavior of the plasma at the exit of the thruster.
In addition we propose an analysis of the flow of a
magnetized plasma over an insulator. This analysis
is relevant for some thrusters whose design includes
the presence of such an insulator downstream of the
electrodes.
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Figure 1: Magnetic boundary layer over a fiat insu-
lator for the conditions of table 2. The horisontal
coordinate is r, the vertical coordinate indicates the

values of R, the density; B, the magnetic field; P, the

pressure; V, the normal velocity; T, the temperature.
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Figure 2: Structure of the magnetic boundary layer
over a lat insulator showing the existence of a con-

verging streamline.
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Figure 3: Structure of the flow around a weak corner.
The drawing shows the existence of a magnetosonic
expansion fan at large distance from the corner, and
a sonic expansion fan near the corner. The magne-
tosonic fan is smeared out by the effect of the magnetic
field diffusion associated with the finite resistivity of
the medium.
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Figure 4: Value of vl/vo along a line Y=con.t. at a
distance of one magnetic interaction length A,,, with
M. = 1.414, M. = 3.544. The sharp discontinuity is
due to the passage through the expansion fan. (In the
small perturbation method the expansion fan reduces
to a discontinuity). Ahead of the fan we observe a
gradual rise of the normal velocity.
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Figure 5: Value of vl/vo along a line Y=const. at

a distance of ten magnetic interaction lengths A ,
with M, = 1.414, M. = 3.544. At this distance the

gradual rise ahead of the fan has practically reached

its final value of 1. The fan discontinuity is extremely
weak. It is located at a distance of X=34 magnetic in-

teraction lengths from the corner edge, and it is prac-

tically invisible. The picture reduces now to is far

field characteristic: a discontinuity located along the

magnetosonic fan, at X=10., heavily smeared by the

resistivity.
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Figure 7: Value of b b 0 along the line Y 1 , with
M.= 1.414, M = 3.544. There is a weak disconti-

ity in the value of b at X = , in the derivative
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Figure 8: Contour plot of the magnetic field perturba-
tion bl/bo, with M, = 1.414, M. = 3.544. The lines
of constant magnetic field are also current lines. The
current flows from the far field along the magneto-
sonic discontinuity, towards the corner. However they
do not attach to the corner vertex. Close to the corner
the resistive diffusion spreads the current lines over a
distance of the order of a few A,,. Downstream of the
sonic fan the magnetic field is nearly constant. This
induces a turn around of the current lines comming
very close to the the sonic fan. They are forced to
reattach further downstream.
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Figure 9: Contour plot of the density perturbation
pt/po, with M, = 1.414, M. = 3.544. The density is
discontinuous across the linearised fan. Right after the
fan the density overshoots its asymptotic value. This
effect is noticeable close to the wall This indicates
the presence of a strongly depleted region along the
electrode right after the corner, even in absence of the
Hall effect.
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